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INTRODUCTION 
SEASONAL GROWTH RESPONSES OF FOREST TREES IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
AREA ARE-PROBABLY MORE SENSITIVE TO FLUCTUATIONS IN SOIL MOISTURE THAN TO 
ANY OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR. |N A TYPICAL TREE, GROWING WITH ADEQUATE 
WATER AND NUTRIENT SUPPLY, ONLY SMALL DIURNAL WATER DEFICITS ARISE. As 
THE SOIL DRIES, HOWEVER, A LEVEL OF STRESS IS IMPOSED ON THE TREE. THE 
INCREASING INTERNAL WATER DEFICIT AFFECTS A NUMBER OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PROC­
ESSES WHICH RESULT IN A REDUCTION IN THE RATE OF CELL DIVISION AND CELL 
EXPANSION. THE DECREASE IN CELL DIVISION, AND A PROGRESSIVE DECREASE IN 
CELL TURGOR, RESULTS IN A GRADUAL DECLINE OF GROWTH RATES. As STRESS BE­
COMES MORE SEVERE, THE PLANT GROWTH RATES APPROACH ZERO. 
SEASONAL GROWTH OF TREES CAN BE INFLUENCED IN ANY GIVEN YEAR BY 
THE AMOUNT OF MOISTURE RECEIVED AND THE PERIOD DURING WHICH THE MOISTURE 
IS AVAILABLE. WATER RECHARGE OF THE SOIL MANTLE ON FORESTED WATERSHEDS 
IN MONTANA OCCURS MOSTLY PURING THE SPRING WHEN ACCUMULATED SNOW MELTS 
AND IN THE EARLY SUMMER WITH SUMMER RAINS. AFTER JULY |, VERY LITTLE SOIL 
MOISTURE RECHARGE OCCURS AND CONSEQUENTLY THE SOIL IS SUBJECTED TO PRO­
LONGED MOISTURE STRESS. 
AFTER CONSIDERING TH£SE TWO FACTORS WHICH AFFECT TREE GROWTH, 
FLUCTUATIONS IN SOIL MOISTURE AND THE PERIOD DURING WHICH MOISTURE IS 
AVAILABLE, A STUDY WAS DESIGNED TO INVESTIGATE THE SOIL MOISTURE-GROWTH 
RELATIONSHIP OF PONDEROSA PINE. THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS STUDY WAS TO DE­
TERMINE THE IMPORTANCE OF VARIATION IN PERIODS AND AMOUNTS OF NATURAL 
MOISTURE RECHARGE TO PONDEROSA PINE GROWTH. 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
APICAL AND RADIAL GROWTH OF FOREST TREES IS HIGHLY CORRELATED 
WITH WATER STRESS, QR WATER DEFICIENCIES (REVIEWED BY SLATYER, I9^7)• 
MOST STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF WATER STRESS ON TREE GROWTH HAVE BEEN IN­
DIRECT, SUCH AS CORRELATIONS OF RAINFALL TO ANNUAL RING WIDTH (LYON 1936 
AND 19^3, COILE 1936, LODEWICK I93<^> FRITTS I9^2). GROSS RESPONSES OF 
SHOOTS AND RADIAL ENLARGEMENT, RECORDED UNDER MEASURED SOIL MOISTURE LEVELS 
HAVE ALSO BEEN STUDIED INTENSIVELY (MCCLURKIN I95S; MOEHRING AND RALSTON 
1967* STRANSKY AND WILSON 1964, URSIC 1961, WENGER 1952 > ZAHNER AND STAGE 
1966). INVESTIGATIONS OF TREE RESPONSES TO SOIL MOISTURE DEFICITS CAN BE 
GROUPED INTO TWO GENERAL AREAS: WATER DEFICITS AND APICAL GROWTH, AND 
WATER DEFICITS AND DIAMETER GROWTH. 
WATER DEFICITS AND APICAL GRCMTH 
THERE IS EVIDENCE THAT SHOOT GROWTH IN TREES IS SENSITIVE TO WATER 
STRESS (ZAHNER 1962, LOTAN AND ZAHNER I9^3> STRANSKY AND WILSON 1964, 
FARMER AND BONNER 1967)* MANY PUBLISHED FOREST SOIL STUDIES SHOW THAT 
TREES GROWING ON DRY SITES DO NOT REACH THE SAME HEIGHT AS TREES GROWING 
ON MORE MOIST SITES (CARMEAN 195^* G*|SER I952> TRIMBLE AND WEITZMAN I95&> 
ZAHNER 1958). 
SINCE MOST TREES EXHIBIT A SEASONAL PATTERN OF SHOOT GROWTH, THE 
INFLUENCE OF WATER DEFICITS IS THUS LIMITED TO THE PERIOD OF ACTIVE ELON­
GATION AND BUD SET. WLTH HEIGHT GROWTH AND BUD SET COMPLETED BY MIDSUMMER, 
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A LATE SEASON DROUGHT WOULD NOT AFFECT THE CURRENT YEAR'S HEIGHT INCREMENT 
(WARING AND MAJOR 196^). 
CORRELATION BETWEEN PRECIPITATION AND YEARLY HEIGHT GROWTH HAVE 
BEEN ILLUSTRATED BY A NUMBER OF AUTHORS (PEARSON 19|8, MOTLEY 19^9, KRAMER 
AND KOZLOWSKI 1958, 1960). PEARSON (19L8) WAS ONE OF THE FIRST TO OBSERVE 
A GOOD CORRELATION BETWEEN SPRING PRECIPITATION AND YEARLY HEIGHT GROWTH. 
IN A STUDY IN THE SOUTHWEST CONDUCTED OVER A NINE-YEAR PERIOD, HE FOUND 
THAT PONDEROSA PINE (PLNUS PONDEROSA) HEIGHT GROWTH DEPENDED LARGELY ON 
RAIN STORED DURING THE PREVIOUS WINTER AND SPRING. IF WINTER RAIN PRO­
VIDED THE ONLY SUPPLY OF WATER, SMALL AMOUNTS OF SHOOT GROWTH OCCURRED. 
IF SPRING RAINS SUPPLEMENTED WINTER RAINFALL, THE AMOUNT OF HEIGHT GROWTH 
WAS MUCH GREATER. 
MOTLEY (L9^9)> IN STUDYING THE RELATIONSHIP OF HEIGHT GROWTH WITH 
RAINFALL IN INDIANA, CONSIDERED THE PREVIOUS MAY-NOVEMBER PRECIPITATION 
PERIOD TO BE BEST RELATED TO HEIGHT INCREMENT FOR EASTERN WHITE PINE (P lNUS 
STROBUS). A POORER RELATIONSHIP WAS FOUND FOR RED PINE (PlNUS RESINOSA). 
KRAMER AND KOZLOWSKI (195®* 19^°) SHOWED THAT HEIGHT GROWTH IS MADE 
AT THE EXPENSE OF STORED CARBOHYDRATES RATHER THAN PRODUCTS OF CURRENT 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS. THIS MAY EXPLAIN WHY PEARSON AND MOTLEY FOUND A GOOD HEIGHT 
GROWTH-PRECIPITATION CORRELATION, SINCE PRECIPITATION AMOUNTS COULD GREATLY 
INFLUENCE THE AMOUNT OF CARBOHYDRATES THAT WERE PRODUCED AND STORED DURING 
THE PREVIOUS YEAR. THIS REASONING IS FURTHER SUPPORTED BY WORK OF BABALOLA, 
BOERSMA, AND YOUNGBERG (1968) WHO FOUND THAT RATES OF NET PHOTOSYNTHESIS,  
RESPIRATION, AND TRANSPIRATION OF MONTEREY PINE (PlNUS RADIATA) SEEDLINGS 
DECREASED WITH INCREASING SOIL WATER OEFICITS. THE RATE OF NET PHOTOSYN­
THESIS DROPPED SHARPLY BETWEEN SOIL WATER DEFICITS OF 0.35 AND Q.fO BARS. 
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OTHER STUDIES HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED WHERE MOISTURE LEVELS IN THE 
SOIL HAVE BEEN MANIPULATED OR CONTROLLED BY ARTIFICIAL MEANS (JARVIS AND 
JARVIS I963> LOTAN AND ZAHNER I963> PHARIS AND KRAMER \$6K , STRANSKY AND 
WILSON 19^4, URSIC 19^1, WENGER 1952* ZAHNER 1962, ZAHNER AND STAGE 1966). 
THE RESPONSES OF TREES TO SOIL MOISTURE LEVEL MANIPULATION HAVE BEEN 
STUDIED BOTH IN THE FIELD ANO IN THE GREENHOUSE. FLELD INVESTIGATIONS 
INCLUDE WORK BY LOTAN AND ZAHNER (19^3) WH0 STUDIED 20-YEAR-OLD RED PINE 
UNDER EXTREMES OF SOIL MOISTURE (SIMULATED DROUGHT AND IRRI GATTON). THEY 
FOUND THERE WAS A CONSIDERABLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SHOOT ELONGATION, BUD 
DEVELOPMENT, AND NEEDLE ELONGATION OF THE STUDY TREES. SHOOT AND NEEDLE 
ELONGATION WAS INCREASED ^O PER CENT BY IRRIGATION WHEN COMPARED TO THE 
TREES GROWN UNDER DROUGHT CONDITIONS. THESE DIFFERENCES WERE DUE TO AN 
INTERNAL WATER DEFICIT DIRECTLY AFFECTING THE ELONGATION OF INDIVIDUAL 
CELLS, AND LOW RATES OF TRANSLOCATION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, AND OTHER METAB­
OLIC PROCESSES. 
SIMILARLY, A STUDY CONDUCTED ON SAPLING-SIZE LOBLOLLY PINE (PINUS 
TAEDA) SHOWED THAT ELONGATION OF THE TERMINAL LEADER OF WELL-WATERED 
TREES WAS ALMOST TWICE THAT OF TREES SUBJECTED TO EXTREME DROUGHT CON­
DITIONS (ZAHNER 1962). LOBLOLLY PINE IS CAPABLE OF SEVERAL RECURRING 
FLUSHES OF TERMINAL TISSUE LATE IN THE SEASON. DROUGHT OCCURRING OURING 
THE FIRST YEAR OF A TWO-YEAR EXPERIMENT REDUCED TERMINAL ELONGATION ONLY 
DURING THE LATTER PART OF THE SEASON. DROUGHT IN THE SUBSEQUENT YEAR 
REDUCED ELONGATION IN THE INITIAL FLUSH BY 20 PER CENT AND IN LATER 
FLUSHES UP TO 100 PER CENT, INDICATING THE EFFECT OF PREVIOUS PLUS CUR­
RENT SEASON'S DROUGHT ON BUD FORMATION, 
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ZAHNER AND STAGE (1966) CONDUCTED A FIELD STUDY ON FIVE 3O-T0 4o-
YEAR-OLD RED PINE PLANTATIONS IN LOWER MICHIGAN. THEY FOUND THAT ~(2 PER 
CENT OF THE VARIATION IN ANNUAL GROWTH WAS ACCOUNTED FOR BY MOISTURE DEF­
ICITS DURING CERTAIN PERIODS OF BOTH PREVIOUS AND CURRENT GROWING SEASONS. 
WATER DEFICITS AND APICAL GROWTH STUDIES ON SEEDLING-SIZE TREES 
HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN IN GREENHOUSES OR GROWTH CHAMBERS AND THE RESULTS 
ARE USUALLY SIMILAR TO THE FIELD STUDIES. EXAMPLES OF INDOOR STUDIES 
INCLUDE ONE BY STRANSKY AND WLLSON (1964) WHO GREW LOBLOLLY (PlNUS TAEOA) 
AND SHORTLEAF PINE (PlNUS ECHINATA) SEEDLINGS UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOIL 
MOISTURE STRESS AND NOTED THE EFFECTS OF THE TREATMENTS ON GROWTH. DURING 
THE SPRING GROWTH FLUSH, HEIGHT GROWTH WAS INHIBITED BY SOIL MOISTURE 
TENSIONS OF NOT GREATER THAN TWO ATMOSPHERES. GROWTH STOPPED COMPLETELY 
AS TENSIONS INCREASED TO 3»5 ATMOSPHERES AND DEATH OCCURRED WHEN MOISTURE 
TENSION WAS INCREASED TO 15-0 ATMOSPHERES. HOWEVER, URS1C (L96L) FOUND 
THAT YEAR-OLD LOBLOLLY PINE SEEDLINGS SURVIVED AND UTILIZED SIGNIFICANT 
AMOUNTS OF SOIL MOISTURE EVEN AFTER THE SOIL WAS REDUCED TO THE ULTIMATE 
WILTING POINT OF SUNFLOWERS (21 TO 26 ATMOSPHERES). HE NOTED THAT TEN­
SIONS CORRESPONDING TO SOIL MOISTURE AT THE ULTIMATE WILTING POINT FOR 
LOBLOLLY PINE MAY EXCEED 50 ATMOSPHERES. 
ANOTHER STUDY ON LOBLOLLY PINE BY PHARIS AND KRAMER (1964) SHOWED 
THAT A DROUGHT TREATMENT COULD DECREASE HEIGHT GROWTH BY AS MUCH AS 35 
PER CENT, AND DECREASE DRY WEIGHT INCREMENT BY AS MUCH AS 24 PER CENT OF 
THE TOTAL SEEDLING WEIGHT. 
WENGER (1952) FOUND THAT TWO SPECIES OF SOUTHERN PINE (PINUS TAEDA 
AND PlNUS ECHINATA) WERE SENSITIVE IN SHOOT GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS TO 
WATERING LEVELS FROM SOIL MAINTAINED NEAR FIELD CAPACITY TO SOILS ALLOWED 
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TO APPROACH WILTING POINT BEFORE REWATERING.  THE SEEDLINGS IN SOILS 
MAINTAINED NEAR F IELD CAPACITY ELONGATED THREE T IMES AS MUCH AS THOSE 
IN  SOILS DRIED TO 20  PER CENT AVAILABLE WATER BEFORE REWATERING.  
A RELATED STUDY ON THE EFFECT OF LOW SOIL MOISTURE TENSION ON DRY 
WEIGHT PRODUCTION WAS CONDUCTED BY JARVIS AND JARVIS (19^3)  W H 0  G R E W  
FIRST-YEAR SEEDLINGS OF FOUR TREE SPECIES UNDER VARYING SOIL MOISTURE 
TENSIONS FOR A 20-DAY PERIOD.  THEY NOTED THAT BIRCH (BETULA VERRUCOSA) 
AND ASPEN (POPULUS TREMULA)  WERE LESS SENSITIVE THAN SCOTCH PINE (PlNUS 
SYLVESTRIS) AND NORWAY SPRUCE (PICEA ABIES) TO CHANGES IN SOIL MOISTURE 
TENSIONS UP TO ABOUT 3  ATMOSPHERES.  DRY WEIGHT IN THE TWO CONIFERS WAS 
REDUCED ABOUT ONE-THIRD IN SOILS DRIED TO I .7  ATMOSPHERES,  WHEREAS,  DRY 
WEIGHT OF THE TWO BROADLEAFS WAS REDUCED ONLY 10-20 PER CENT BY TENSIONS 
UP TO 2 .0  ATMOSPHERES.  
WHEN CONSIDERING HEIGHT GROWTH INFLUENCES, SOIL MOISTURE IS NOT 
THE ONLY FACTOR OF PRIMARY IMPORTANCE.  SEVERAL STUDIES OF HEIGHT GROWTH 
RELATED TO AIR TEMPERATURE POINT THIS OUT.  FOR INSTANCE,  MlNCKLER AND 
WOERHEIDE (1968) ,  INVESTIGATING HEIGHT GROWTH OF COTTONWOOD (POPULUS 
OELTOIPES) ,  NOTED THAT WHEN SOIL MOISTURE WAS PLENTIFUL,  AIR TEMPERATURE 
WAS THE MAIN FACTOR AFFECTING HEIGHT GROWTH.  WHEN THE AVERAGE MINIMUM 
WEEKLY TEMPERATURE WAS BELOW ^3 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT NONE OF THE STUDY 
TREES GREW. 
SIMILARLY, FARMER AND BONNER (19^7) FOUND THAT GERMINATION AND 
IN IT IAL GROWTH OF COTTONWOOD WAS GREATLY INFLUENCED BY TEMPERATURE,  AND 
ALSO THAT SEEDLING GROWTH WAS L IMITED AT MOISTURE STRESSES ABOVE 5  ATMOS­
PHERES.  
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PONDEROSA PINE LEADER GROWTH MAY ALSO BE VERY RESPONSIVE TO AIR 
TEMPERATURE. HANOVER (19^3) STUDIED 19 DIFFERENT RACES OF LARGE (UP TO 
65 FEET) TREES AND FOUND THAT THE PERIOD AT WHICH EACH TREE AND PROGENY 
ACHIEVED THEIR MAXIMUM SURGE IN GROWTH WAS RELATED TO LOCAL TEMPERATURE-
HE NOTED THAT THE GROWTH RESPONSE CLOSELY PARALLELED TEMPERATURE FLUC­
TUATIONS. 
AND SIMILARLY, LARSON (1967) NOTED IN RED PINE THAT HIGH AIR TEM­
PERATURES CAUSED REDUCED HEIGHT GROWTH BUT INCREASED NEEDLE ELONGATION, 
WHEREAS, LOW AIR TEMPERATURES RESULTED IN INCREASED HEIGHT GROWTH BUT 
REDUCED NEEDLE ELONGATION. 
CONSIDERING THE PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS, IT IS EVIDENT THAT A 
CORRELATION EXISTS BETWEEN WATER DEFICITS OCCURRING DURING THE CURRENT 
GROWING SEASON AND DECREASES IN CURRENT YEAR APICAL GROWTH RATES. SEV­
ERAL DIFFERENT TYPES OF STUDIES HAVE GIVEN SIMILAR RESULTS—WITH DECREASED 
SOIL MOISTURE LEVELS THERE IS A CORRESPONDING DECREASE IN HEIGHT GROWTH. 
WATER DEFICITS AND DIAMETER GROWTH 
ANNUAL RADIAL INCREMENT HAS BEEN DIRECTLY RELATED TO PRECIPITA­
TION DURING OR WITHIN A GROWING SEASON BY A NUMBER OF RESEARCHERS. DLLLER 
0935)> GOLDTHWAIT AND LYON (1937)> LODEWICK (I93°)> AND LYON (193^> '9^3) 
FOUND A POSITIVE RELATION BETWEEN TREE-RING INCREMENT AND PRECIPITATION 
DURING THE SUMMER MONTHS. COILE ( !93^)  OBSERVED A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
RADIAL GROWTH OF SHORTLEAF PINE AND THE AVERAGE APRIL-JUNE PRECIPITATION. 
HOWEVER, RADIAL GROWTH OF LOBLOLLY (PINUS TAFDA), SLASH (PINUS ELLIQTTH), 
AND LONGLEAF PINE (PlNUS PALUSTRIS) WAS RELATED TO THE AMOUNT OF WINTER 
AND SPRING PRECIPITATION. 
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OTHER STUDIES WHICH HAVE CORRELATED RING WIDTHS TO PRECIPITATION 
PERIODS INCLUDE THOSE OF DILS AND DAY (1952), FROTTS (1962), AND ZAHNER 
AND DONNELLY (1966). THE STUDY BY DILS AND DAY (1952) WITH RED PINE IN 
MICHIGAN SHOWED THAT A PERIOD OF TEN DAYS WITHOUT RAINFALL DIMINISHED 
RADIAL INCREMENT. FR1TTS (I9&2) NOTED THAT RING WIDTHS FOR AMERICAN 
BEECH (FAGUS GRANDIFOLIA) ARE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE MOISTURE SUPPLY 
DURING AUGUST OF THE PRECEDING YEAR. HE ALSO FOUND THAT BOTH AMERICAN 
BEECH AND WHITE OAK (QUERCUS ALBA) GROWTH ARE EQUALLY RELATED TO MOISTURE 
DURING JUNE-AUGUST OF THE CURRENT YEAR AND ARE SOMEWHAT DEPENDENT UPON 
PRECIPITATION OF THE PREVIOUS WINTER. ZAHNER AND DONNELLY (19^6) OBSERVED 
THAT 80 PER CENT OF THE ANNUAL VARIATION IN RING WIDTH OF RED PINE WAS 
DUE TO THE WATER DEFICIT AND RAINFALL FOR BOTH THE PREVIOUS AND CURRENT 
GROWING SEASONS. 
OTHER INVESTIGATORS HAVE CORRELATED WATER DEFICITS OR PRECIPITA­
TION PERIODS TO THE FORMATION OF EARLYWOOD-LATEWOOD WITHIN AN ANNUAL 
RADIAL INCREMENT. EXAMPLES OF THIS TYPE OF STUDY INCLUDE FRITTS ET AL. 
(1965), KENNEDY (1961), KRAMER AND KOZLOWSKI (I960), KRAUS AND SPURR 
(1961), LARSON (1963); SMITH AND WILSIE (1961), AND VAN BUIJTENEN (1958)• 
SMITH AND WILSIE (1961) STUDIED ANATOMICAL RESPONSES OF LOBLOLLY PINE TO 
SOIL-WATER DEFICIENCIES. THEY NOTED THAT THE WIDTH OF ANNUAL INCREMENTS 
AT ALL HEIGHTS IN THE TREE WAS NEGATIVELY CORRELATED WITH SOIL-WATER DEF­
ICITS, SUCH THAT THE GREATER THE DEFICIT, THE NARROWER THE RING. WATER 
DEFICITS WERE CHARACTERIZED BY LOW PERCENTAGES OF LATEWOOD AT THE APEX 
AND HIGH PERCENTAGES AT THE BASE OF CORRESPONDING INCREMENTS. As DEFICITS 
INCREASED, THIS TREND BECAME LESS PRONOUNCED AND DURING SEVERE DROUGHT 
YEARS WAS ACTUALLY REVERSED. THE WIDTH OF THE LATEWOOD ZONE, THE RADIAL 
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COUNTS AND WIDTHS OF THE LATEWOOD TRACHEIDS, AND THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF 
THE ANNUAL INCREMENTS SHOWED SIMILAR TRENDS. VAN BUIJTENEN (1958) NOTED 
THE EFFECT OF SOIL MOISTURE STRESSES ON LATEWOOD FORMATION. THE STUDY 
INDICATES THAT A BETTER MOISTURE SUPPLY PROMOTES THE FORMATION OF MORE 
LATEWOOD, RATHER THAN A REVERSAL TO EARLYWOOD FORMATION. 
STUDIES WHICH HAVE CORRELATED ANNUAL RING GROWTH WITH AVAILABLE 
SOIL MOISTURE IN THE SOIL PROFILE INCLUDE THOSE DONE BY FISHER AND STONE 
(1968), GILMORE, BOYCE, AND RYKER (1966), KRAUS AND SPURR (L96L)> MCCLURKIN 
(1958), MOEHRING AND RALSTON (1967)* AND ZAHNER, LOTAN AND BAUGHMAN (1964). 
MCCLURKIN (1958), FOR EXAMPLE, STUDIED SHORTLEAF PINE RADIAL GROWTH AND 
OBSERVED A STRONG CORRELATION BETWEEN RADIAL GROWTH AND ELAPSED DAYS OF 
THE GROWING SEASON, AND BETWEEN GROWTH AND AVAILABLE MOISTURE IN THE EN­
TIRE FOUR FEET OF THE SOIL PROFILE. MOEHRING AND RALSTON (1967) FOUND 
THAT IN SAWTIMBER STANDS OF LOBLOLLY PINE, DIAMETER GROWTH WAS RELATED 
TO THE AMOUNT OF AND WEEKLY RATE OF CHANGE IN AVAILABLE SOIL MOISTURE 
FROM JUNE TO AUGUST. THE SPECIFIC AVAILABLE MOISTURE CONTENT AT WHICH 
GROWTH CEASED VARIED WITH THE RATE OF MOISTURE LOSS. 
IT IS EVIDENT THAT THERE IS A GOOD CORRELATION BETWEEN DECREASED 
DIAMETER GROWTH AND LOW SOIL MOISTURE LEVELS. LOW SOIL MOISTURE LEVELS 
USUALLY RESULT IN LESSER AMOUNTS OF RADIAL INCREMENT, AND USUALLY EFFECT 
THE AMOUNT OF EARLYWOOD-LATEWOOD THAT IS FORMED WITHIN AN ANNUAL RING. 
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
LOCATION 
THE STUDY WAS CONDUCTED AT THE LUBRECHT EXPERIMENTAL FOREST OF 
THE SCHOOL OF FORESTRY, UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. LUBRECHT FOREST IS LOCATED 
35 MILES NORTHEAST OF MISSOULA, MONTANA IN THE BLACKFOOT RIVER DRAINAGE. 
THE STUDY AREA WAS LOCATED NEAR AN ENCLOSURE FOR A LODGEPOLE PINE GENETICS 
INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED BY A, E. SQUILLACE IN 1954. THE ENCLOSURE IS ON 
THE WEST SIDE OF HIGHWAY 200 AND IS LOCATED IN THE SE l/4 OF SECTION I!, 
T I3N, R 15W. THE STUDY AREA IS ABOUT 60 FEET SOUTH OF THE LODGEPOLE 
PINE ENCLOSURE. 
CLIMATE 
WEATHER DATA WAS COLLECTED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA'S WEATHER 
STATION LOCATED AT THE GREENOUGH POST OFFICE (STEELE 1968). THE AVERAGE 
ANNUAL TEMPERATURE OVER A TWELVE-YEAR PERIOD WAS 40.0 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
AND THE AVERAGE ANNUAL PRECIPITATION FOR A NINE-YEAR PERIOD WAS 17-28 
INCHES. THE MEAN MONTHLY AND MEAN ANNUAL TEMPERATURES AND PRECIPITATION 
GRAPHS FOR THE PERIOD OF 195^ AND I967 ARE INCLUDED IN FIGURE |, TOTAL 
PRECIPITATION DURING THE STUDY PERIOD OF NOVEMBER I, 19^8 TO NOVEMBER I, 
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Figure 1.—Mean monthly and mean annual temperatures and precipita­
tion for Greenough Post Office (Steele 1956-1967) .  
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VEGETATION 
THE STUDY AREA IS LOCATED IN A WELL-STOCKED PONDEROSA PINE' (P»NUS 
PONDEROSA) PLANTATION, 16 YEARS OF AGE, WITH A FEW ISOLATED DOUGLAS-FIR 
(PSEUDOTSUGA MENZIESI l )  AND LODGEPOLE PINE (PlNUS CONTORTA). THE DOMINANT 
UNDERSTORY SPECIES CONSISTS MAINLY OF K0NNIKINN1CK (ARCTOSTAPHYLOS 
UVA-UR is), SNOWBERRY (SYMPHORICARPOS SPP.) ,  HUCKLEBERRY (VACCINIUM SPP„) ,  
ClNQUEFO.I  L«,SPP. ,  BLUEGRASS (POA SPP. )  ,  IDAHO FESCUE (FESTUCA IDAHOENSIS),  
AND RICHARDSON NEEDLE GRASS (STIPA RICHARDSONI). HEAVY GRAZING IN THE 
STUDY AREA HAS REDUCED THE NUMBER OF UNDERSTORY SPECIES. 
GEOLOGY 
THE STUDY AREA IS LOCATED ON A NEARLY LEVEL SITE OF TERTIARY BASIN 
DEPOSITS OF POORLY CONSOLIDATED MUDSTONE (BRENNER 1964). 
SOILS 
THE SOIL is A MEMBER OF THE LUBRECHT SERIES WHICH IS A MODAL GRAY 
WOODED CHARACTERIZED BY A LEACHED A2 HORIZON UNDERLAIN BY A STRONGLY 
ILLUV IATED B2T HORIZON. TWO SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS WERE MADE FOR THE 
STUDY AREA I THE DESCRIPTION SITES ARE ABOUT 120 FEET FROM ONE ANOTHER 
ON THE EASTERN AND WESTERN EDGES OF THE AREA. SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS 
FOR THE STUDY AREA APPEAR IN TABLES I AND 2. 
SOIL TEXTURES ARE PREDOMINANTLY LOAMS AND SILT LOAMS. COARSE 
FRAGMENTS OCCUR WITH INCREASING FREQUENCY DEEPER IN THE SOIL MATERIAL. 
THE COARSE MATERIALS ARE MAINLY ARGILL1TES AND QUARTI: 1TES AND ARE GENERALLY 
LESS THAN SIX INCHES IN DIAMETER. 
| 
FLORA NOMENCLATURE FROM Moss 1959-
>3 
TABLE I 
SOIL PROFIILE DESCRIPTIONS AT STUDY AREA 
(WESTERN EDGE OF AREA) 
01 &, 02 
I - 0 INCHES 
A2 
0 - 1 0  I N C H E S  
A2B2 
10 - 17 INCHES 
B2T 
17 - 33 INCHES 
B2CI 
33 - 40 INCHES 
4o INCHES 
FOREST LITTER AND PARTIALLY DECOMPOSED LITTER. 
LIGHT GRAY (IOYR 7/2 DRY) TO DARK GRAYISH BROWN 
(lOYR 4/2 MOIST) SILT LOAM; MEDIUM PLATY TO WEAK SUB-
ANGULAR BLOCKY STRUCTURE; MANY ROOTS; SLIGHTLY ACID' 
CLEAR, SMOOTH BOUNDARY. 
DARK YELLOWISH BROWN (IOYR 4/4 0RY) T0 DAR|< BROWN 
(lOYR 3/3 MOIST) SILT LOAM; MODERATE TO STRONG SUB-
ANGULAR BLOCKY STRUCTURE; MANY ROOTS; SLIGHTLY ACID; 
ABRUPT, IRREGULAR BOUNDARY. 
LIGHT YELLOWISH BROWN (IOYR 6/4 DRY) TO DARK YELLOWISH 
BROWN (lOYR 4/4 MOIST) LOAM; MEDIUM STRONG COARSE 
PRISMATIC TO MEDIUM STRONG BLOCKY STRUCTURE; SLIGHTLY 
ACID; FEW ROOTS; GRADUAL, IRREGULAR BOUNDARY. 
BROWN (IOYR 4/3 DRY) TO DARK BROWN (IOYR 3/3 MOIST) 
LOAM; STRONG PRISMATIC TO STRONG BLOCKY STRUCTURE; 
NEUTRAL; 20 PER CENT COARSE FRAGMENTS; GRADUAL, IR­
REGULAR BOUNDARY. 
LIGHT YELLOWISH BROWN (IOYR 6/4 DRY) TO YELLOWISH 
BROWN (IOYR 5A MOIST) LOAM; STRONG BLOCKY TO MASSIVE 
STRUCTURE; NEUTRAL; APPROXIMATELY 50 PER CENT COARSE 
FRAGMENTS. 
'  COLORS ACCORDING TO THE MUNSELL COLOR SYSTEM. 
2 TEXTURES AS DETERMINED BY HYDROMETER METHOD (BOUYOUCOS 1936)-
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TABLE 2 
SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS AT STUDY AREA 
(EASTERN EDGE OF AREA) 
01 & 02 
I - 0 INCHES 
A2 
0 - 1 0  I N C H E S  
A2B2 
10 - 17 INCHES 
B2T 
17 - 31 INCHES 
B2CI 
31 - 33 INCHES 
I CI 
33 - INCHES 
FOREST LITTER AND PARTIALLY DECOMPOSED LITTER. 
LIGHT GRAY (IOYR 7/2 DRY) TO DARK GRAYISH BROWN 
(IOYR 4/2 MOIST) LOAM; WEAK PLATY TO WEAK SUBANGULAR 
BLOCKY STRUCTURE; MANY ROOTS; SLIGHTLY ACID; ABRUPT, 
REGULAR BOUNDARY. 
LIGHT GRAY (IOYR 7/2 DRY) TO BROWN (IOYR 5/3 MOIST) 
SILT LOAM; MODERATE TO STRONG SUBANGULAR BLOCKY STRUC­
TURE; MANY ROOTS; SLIGHTLY ACID; 20 PER CENT COARSE 
FRAGMENTS; GRADUAL, IRREGULAR BOUNDARY. 
YELLOWISH BROWN (IOYR 5A DRY) T0 DARK YELLOWISH 
BROWN (IOYR 4/4 MOIST) LOAM; MEDIUM PRISMATIC TO 
STRONG BLOCKY STRUCTURE; SLIGHTLY ACID; FEW ROOTS; 
30 PER CENT COARSE FRAGMENTS; GRADUAL, IRREGULAR 
BOUNDARY. 
YELLOWISH BROWN (IOYR 5A DRY) TO DARK YELLOWISH 
BROWN (IOYR 4/4 MOIST) SANDY LOAM; WEAK PRISMATIC 
TO STRONG BLOCKY STRUCTURE; SLIGHTLY ACID; 50 PER 
CENT COARSE FRAGMENTS; GRADUAL, IRREGULAR BOUNDARY. 
LIGHT YELLOWISH BROWN (IOYR 6/4 DRY) TO YELLOWISH 
BROWN (IOYR 5/4 MOIST) LOAM; STRONG BLOCKY STRUCTURE; 
SLIGHTLY ACID; 60 PER CENT COARSE FRAGMENTS. 
' COLORS ACCORDINS TO THE MUNSELL COLOR SYSTEM. 




THE GROWTH MEASUREMENTS FOR APICAL AND NEEDLE GROWTH READINGS AND 
THE MOISTURE CONTROL PROCEDURES USED IN THIS STUDY WERE ADAPTED FROM IN­
VESTIGATIONS BY LOTAN AND ZAHNER ( 19^3) > AND FOWELLS (L^L). RADIAL GROWTH 
MEASUREMENTS WERE ADAPTED FROM A STUDY BY DAUBENMIRE (19^5)' THE OTHER 
PROCEDURES, INCLUDING THE SOIL MOISTURE MEASUREMENTS AND RECHARGE PERIODS 
DESIGNATION, WERE DEVELOPED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE STUDY. 
TREE SELECTION 
TWENTY-FOUR PONDEROSA PINE TREES WERE SELECTED ON THE STUDY AREA. 
THE TREES WERE AS NEARLY ALIKE AS POSSIBLE WITH RESPECT TO AGE AND GROWTH 
RATES (BASED ON TOTAL HEIGHT). THE TREES WERE PLANTATION STOCK, |6 YEARS 
OF AGE, 9-9 FEET HIGH, AND 3-0 INCHES IN DIAMETER (AT THREE FEET ABOVE 
THE GROUND). 
WHEN SELECTING THE TREES, AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO SELECT THREE 
TREES THAT WERE GROWING WITHIN ABOUT FIVE FEET OF EACH OTHER. THIS WAS 
TO MINIMIZE THE EFFECT OF ROOT PRUNING ON THE TREES WHEN THE SOIL TRENCH-
ING WAS DONE. THE TREE GROUPS WERE THEN DESIGNATED INTO EIGHT STUDY 
PLOTS. EACH PLOT CONTAINED THREE TREES LOCATED NEAR THE CENTER OF A 20 
BY 20 FOOT SQUARE AREA. THE TREES WERE NUMBERED WITH A TWO-PART NUMBER 
(L.E., L"3)J THE FIRST NUMBER DESIGNATING THE PLOT AND THE SECOND NUMBER 
DESIGNATING THE INDIVIDUAL TREE. 
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MEASUREMENT OF APICAL GROWTH 
GROWTH OF THE APICAL LEADER WAS MEASURED WEEKLY TO THE NEAREST 
O.I INCH FROM A REFERENCE POINT ON THE LAST NODE TO THE TIP OF THE BUD 
(EXCULDING NEEDLE GROWTH). THE REFERENCE POINT WAS MARKED BY A 00 INSECT 
PIN (AFTER FOWELLS, 19^!)» MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE WITH A PLASTIC RULER 
NOTCHED AT ZERO TO FIT THE PIN. CARE WAS TAKEN NOT TO DAMAGE THE APICAL 
LEADER. 
MEASUREMENT OF RADIAL GROWTH 
RADIAL GROWTH WAS MEASURED WEEKLY TO THE NEAREST 0.001 INCH AT THE 
SAME TIME OF DAY WITH A DIAL GAUGE DENDROMETER (DAUBENMIRE 19^5). MEASURE­
MENTS OF GROWTH WERE TAKEN AT THREE FEET ABOVE THE GROUND. DUE TO SMALL 
BOLE SIZE, ONLY TWO MEASUREMENTS (NORTH AND SOUTH SIDES) WERE TAKEN ON 
EACH TREE. EACH MEASUREMENT STATION CONSISTED OF THREE ALUMINUM NAILS 
AND A PUSH PLATE. THE PUSH PLATE WAS A FURNITURE TACK WITH THE POINT RE­
MOVED. THE TACK HEAD WAS GLUED WITH EPOXY RESIN TO THE TREE BOLE. EXCESS 
BARK WAS REMOVED FROM THE BOLE BEFORE THE TACKHEAD WAS PLACED ON THE TREE, 
USING CARE NOT TO DAMAGE THE CAMBIUM. THE TACKHEAD AND THE BOLE WERE THEN 
V 
COATED WITH SHELLAC TO PREVENT EXCESS PITCH FROM FORMING ON THE CUT AREA. 
MEASUREMENT OF NEEDLE GROWTH 
NEEDLE GROWTH WAS MEASURED WEEKLY TO THE NEAREST |/|6 INCH WITH 
A SMALL RULER WHICH WAS SET AT THE BASE OF EACH NEEDLE. MEASUREMENTS WERE 
MADE FROM THE BASE TO THE TIP, USING CARE TO PREVENT DAMAGING OR DISTURBING 
THE NEEDLE. THE MEASURED NEEDLES WERE MARKED WITH A PIECE OF SEW|NG THREAD 
AND WERE THOSE LOCATED AT THE BASE OF EACH TERMINAL SHOOT. WHEN NEEDLE 
GROWTH WAS COMPLETE, FIVE NEEDLES ON EACH APICAL SHOOT WERE MEASURED TO 
OBTAIN AN AVERAGE OVERALL NEEDLE LENGTH FOR EACH TREE. 
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MOISTURE CONTROL 
EACH OF THE STUDY PLOTS WAS SUBJECTED TO DIFFERENT PERIODS AND 
VARYING AMOUNTS OF SOIL MOISTURE SURFACE RECHARGE. MOISTURE ENTERING 
THE PLOTS WAS CONTROLLED BY THE USE OF A CLEAR TEN MIL PLASTIC SHEETING. 
WHEN A PLOT WAS DESIGNATED TO RECEIVE NO PRECIPITATION, THE PLASTIC SHEET­
ING WAS PLACED OVER THE PLOT AND ALL OPENINGS TAPED CLOSED. 
HORIZONTAL GROUND WATER RECHARGE FROM ADJACENT AREAS WAS PREVENTED 
BY DIGGING A 48-INCH DEEP TRENCH AROUND THE 20 BY 20 FOOT SQUARE SITE 
AND PLACING PLASTIC SHEETING IN THE TRENCH. THE TRENCH WAS THEN REFILLED 
WITH SOIL. 
SOUL MOTSTURE MEASUREMENTS 
SOIL MOISTURE MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN DURING THE STUDY IN ORDER 
TO OBSERVE FLUCTUATIONS IN SOIL MOISTURE LEVELS OF THE PLOTS. THESE 
MEASUREMENTS WERE ALSO USED TO CALCULATE DEPLETION CURVES OF THE PLOT 
SOILS. THEY WERE USEFUL TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PLASTIC 
SHEETING COVERING THE PLOTS AND TO DETERMINE IF LATERAL WATER MOVEMENT 
FROM OUTSIDE THE PLOTS WAS AFFECTING STUDY PLOT MOISTURE LEVELS. THE 
PERMANENT WILTING POINT FOR THE SOIL HORIZONS WAS ALSO DETERMINED. 
SOIL MOISTURE WAS MEASURED WITH A NUCLEAR MOISTURE PROBE. ACCESS 
TUBES FOR THE PROBE WERE PLACED RANDOMLY IN ALL PLOTS EXCEPT PLOT I AND 
PLOT 6. DUE TO LARGE STONES WITHIN THE SOIL, ACCESS TUBES COULD NOT BE 
PLACED IN PLOT 6, AND IN SEVERAL OF THE OTHER PLOTS, THE DESIRED DEPTH 
OF FIVE FEET COULD NOT BE REACHED. ACCESS TUBES WERE NOT PLACED IN 
PLOT I BECAUSE IT WAS LOCATED ADJACENT TO PLOT 2 AND THE MOISTURE READINGS 
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OBTAINED IN PLOT 2 WOULD BE SIMILAR TO PLOT | READINGS. (BOTH THESE PLOTS 
WERE CONTROL CONDITIONS.) THE TWO-INCH DIAMETER ACCESS TUBES WERE SEALED 
AT THE BASE, AND THE TOPS WERE COVERED WITH SMALL REMOVABLE CANS IN ORDER 
TO PREVENT MOISTURE FROM ENTERING. 
THE MOISTURE CALIBRATION CURVE SUPPLIED WITH THE NUCLEAR PROBE 
PROBABLY GIVES INACCURATE READINGS IN SOILS WITH MANY COARSE FRAGMENTS» 
HENCE, A GRAVIMETRIC CALIBRATION CURVE FOR THE STUDY AREA SOILS WAS CON­
STRUCTED (APPENDIX V). THE GRAVIMETRIC CALIBRATION CURVE WAS DETERMINED 
IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER! SOIL MOISTURE READINGS WERE FIRST TAKEN WITH 
THE NUCLEAR MOISTURE PROBE TO A SOIL DEPTH OF FIVE FEET. THEN FOUR 
SAMPLES WERE COLLECTED AT EACH ONE-FOOT INTERVAL TO THE SAME DEPTH. THE 
MOISTURE CONTENTS OF THESE SOIL SAMPLES WERE THEN DETERMINED GRAVIMETRICALLY. 
ADJUSTMENTS IN THE MOISTURE CALIBRATION CURVES WERE THEN MADE AND THE NEW 
CURVE WAS USED FOR ALL SUBSEQUENT MOISTURE READINGS. 
MOISTURE READINGS WERE TAKEN ONCE WEEKLY DURING THE START OF THE 
GROWING SEASON BUT LATER ONLY EVERY TWO WEEKS. SOIL MOISTURE DEPLETION 
CURVES DURING THE GROWING SEASON WERE DETERMINED FROM THE MOISTURE READ­
INGS OF THE PLOTS (APPENDIX VI)• 
PERMANENT WILTING POINT OF THE STUDY SOILS WAS ALSO DETERMINED. 
THIS WAS DONE BY SUBJECTING SOIL SAMPLES TO 15 BARS PRESSURE IN A PRES­
SURE MEMBRANE APPARATUS AND DETERMINING THE WATER CONTENT AT THIS PRES­
SURE GRAVIMETRICALLY. THE PERMANENT WILTING POINTS FOR THE VARIOUS 
HORIZONS ARE: A2, 11.7 PER CENT; A2B2, |8.2 PER CENT; B2T, 23.1 PER 
CENT; B2CI, 19*8 PER CENT; AND I CI, 23.0 PER CENT. 
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RECHARGE PERIODS 
THUS STUDY WAS DESIGNED TO GATHER BASIC INFORMATION ON PONDEROSA 
PINE GROWTH AS AFFECTED BY THE PERIOD OR AMOUNT OF RECHARGE RECEIVED 
DURING A YEAR. VARIOUS RECHARGE PERIODS WERE DESIGNATED FOR EACH OF THE 
EIGHT STUDY PLOTS. THE ASSUMPTION WAS THAT PONDEROSA PINE GROWTH WOULD 
PROCEED AT A NORMAL RATE WHEN THE ANNUAL SOIL MOISTURE SURFACE RECHARGE 
WAS FIVE INCHES OF SURFACE PRECIPITATION. THIS AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION 
WOULD BE ENOUGH TO RECHARGE THE SOIL AREA IN THE ROOT ZONE TO A FIELD 
CAPACITY CONDITION. THE RECHARGE PERIODS FOR THE PLOTS WERE DETERMINED 
FROM THE PRECIPITATION RECORDS FOR THE GREENOUGH POST OFFICE (STEELE 
1968). THE FIVE-INCH RECHARGE AMOUNT WAS USED AS A GUIDELINE, WITH EACH 
PLOT (EXCEPT DESICCATED PLOT, PLOT 4) RECEIVING AT LEAST FIVE INCHES OF 
RECHARGE DURING THE PERIOD IT WAS UNCOVERED. (THE TERM UNCOVERED REFERS 
TO THE PERIOD THE PLASTIC SHEETING WAS REMOVED.) HOWEVER, PLOTS WOULD 
RECEIVE THE RECHARGE DURING DIFFERENT PERIODS OF THE GROWING SEASON. 
SINCE NATURAL PRECIPITATION WAS USED AS A WATER SOURCE, RECHARGE AMOUNTS 
OCCURRING ON ANY GIVEN PLOT WOULD BE SOMEWHAT DEPENDENT ON THE WEATHER 
PATTERNS OF THE YEAR. WHILE THE ACTUAL AMOUNT OF RECHARGE ENTERING A 
PLOT COULD NOT BE EXACTLY CONTROLLED, THE AMOUNT COULO BE DETERMINED FROM 
THE WEATHER DATA AFTER THE STUDY WAS COMPLETED. 
TREATMENT CONDITIONS WERE DESIGNATED FOR EACH OF THE PLOTS. AN 
EXTREME CONDITION (DESICCATED, PLOT H), A NORMAL CONDITION (CONTROLS, 
PLOTS I AND 2), AND FIVE INTERMEDIATE LEVELS WERE TESTED AS TREATMENTS. 
PLOTS NUMBER I AND 2 (CONTROLS) were NOT COVERED WITH PLASTIC SHEETING 
AND WERE ALLOWED TO RECEIVE THE NORMAL RECHARGE FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR. 
PLOT NUMBER 3 WAS UNCOVERED BY REMOVING THE PLASTIC SHEETING ON APRIL 19# 
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1969 AND LEFT OPEN UNTIL NOVEMBER I, 19^9• THIS PLOT RECEIVED NO WINTER 
RECHARGE. PLOT NUMBER K, THE DESICCATED PLOT, WAS COVERED WITH PLASTIC 
SHEETING ON NOVEMBER I, 1968 AND RECEIVED NO SURFACE RECHARGE DURING THE 
STUDY. PLOT NUMBER 5 WAS UNCOVERED ON MAY 2k, 1969 AND RECEIVED RECHARGE 
UNTIL JULY H, 1969° THIS PERIOD ALLOWED PRECIPITATION TO RECHARGE THE 
PLOT SOIL DURING THE PEAK OF THE GROWING SEASON. PLOT NUMBER 6 RECEIVED 
RECHARGE FROM APRIL 19, 19^9 T0 JUNE 7> 19^9* THIS PERIOD ALLOWED RE­
CHARGE TO OCCUR EARLY JN THE GROWING SEASON. PLOT NUMBER 7 RECEIVED 
RECHARGE FROM MAY 3'> '9^9 T0 NOVEMBER I, 1969" THIS PERIOD WOULD ALLOW 
RECHARGE TO OCCUR LATE IN THE GROWING SEASON. PLOT NUMBER 8 WAS UNCOVERED 
TO RECHARGE PRECIPITATION FROM APRIL 19, 19^9 T0 MAY 31, 19&9' THIS 
PERIOD ALLOWED RECHARGE EARLY IN THE GROWING SEASON, BUT THE AMOUNT RE­
CEIVED WOULD BE LESS THAN SOME OF THE OTHER PLOTS. THE RECHARGE PERIODS 
OF THE STUDY PLOTS ARE DIAGRAMED IN FIGURE 2. THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF PRE­
CIPITATION RECEIVED FOR EACH PLOT DURING THE STUDY PERIOD IS INCLUDED IN 
TABLE 3. 
RECHARGE PERIODS OP PLOTS 













PRECIPITATION DATA FOR STUDY PLOTS 
PLOT AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION RECHARGE PERIOD 
RECEIVED (INCHES WATER) 
1 21088 OPEN AT ALL TIMES 
2 21.88 OPEN AT ALL TIMES 
3 10.18 4-19 - 11-1, 1969 
4 0.0 DESICCATED, FROM 
11-1, 1968 
5 7^2 5-24 - 7-4, 1969 
6 2.18 4-19 - 6-7, 1969 
7 8.M 5-31 - 11-1, 1969 





APICAL GROWTH BEGAN IN ALL STUDY TREES, EXCEPT THOSE IN PLOT 6, 
ABOUT APRIL 20. THE PLOT 6 TREES HAD GROWN ABOUT 0.2 INCHES OR APPROX­
IMATELY 2.2 PER CENT OF THEIR TOTAL GROWTH DURING THE WEEK PREVIOUS TO 
APRIL 20. ALL TREES DISCONTINUED APICAL GROWTH ABOUT AUGUST 22, WITH 
OVER 62 PER CENT OF THE APICAL GROWTH OCCURRING DURING THE FIVE-WEEK 
PERIOD BETWEEN MAY 23 AND JUNE Z]. THESE RESULTS ARE SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT 
THAN THOSE OF HANOVER (19^3) WH0 STUDIED PONDEROSA PINE IN AN IDAHO 
PLANTATION GROWN FROM SEED OBTAINED AT 4,000 FEET ELEVATION IN THE BLT-
TERROOT RIVER AREA OF MONTANA. HIS STUDY TREES BEGAN GROWTH ABOUT 
APRIL 28 AND ENDED GROWTH ON JUNE "J. (DURING THIS PERIOD, 95 PER CENT 
OF TOTAL GROWTH WAS COMPLETED.) HE ALSO NOTED THAT 38-58 PER CENT OF 
TOTAL HEIGHT GROWTH OCCURRED IN A TWO-WEEK PERIOD. WITH FEW EXCEPTIONS 
THE PERIOD OF MOST RAPID GROWTH WAS THE SEVEN-DAY PERIOD OF MAY 20-27-
HOWEVER, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE TREES OF HANOVER'S STUDY WERE MUCH 
LARGER AND OLDER (65 FEET HIGH, 45 YEARS OLD) THAN THE TREES OF THIS 
STUDY. 
THE YEARLY VARIATION IN APICAL GROWTH OF THE STUDY TREES WAS ALSO 
INVESTIGATED. THE \^6$ SEASON APICAL GROWTH OF ALL STUDY TREES WAS COM­
PARED TO THE AVERAGE APICAL GROWTH OF THE SAME TREES FOR THE FIVE PREVIOUS 
YEARS (TABLE k ) .  THIS WAS TO DETERMINE IF THE 19^9 SEASON APICAL GROWTH 
OF ALL TREES WAS WITHIN NORMAL SEASONAL GROWTH VARIATION OR ACTUALLY A 
2k 
RESPONSE TO TREATMENT. PLOTS I, 2, 3, 5, AND 8 WERE SIGNIFICANTLY DIF­
FERENT IN GROWTH FROM THE FIVE PREVIOUS YEARS ACCORDING TO A STATISTICAL 
"T" TEST (TABLE 4). BUT SINCE THE 1969 GR0WTH OR THE CONTROL TREES (PLOTS 
I, 2) WAS SIGNIFICANTLY DECREASED DURING THAT YEAR, VARIATION IN 1^6$ GROWTH 
OF THE TREATMENT TREES CANNOT BE CORRELATED TO ANY OF THE RECHARGE TREAT­
MENTS THOSE TREES WERE SUBJECTED TO. SLNCE THE OBSERVED VARIATION IIN 
APICAL GROWTH CANNOT BE CORRELATED TO RECHARGE TREATMENTS ON THE PLOTS, 
NO COMPARISON OF 19^9 CONTROL TREE GROWTH TO TREATMENT TREE GROWTH 
WAS CARRIED OUT. 
ONE INTERESTING RELATIONSHIP OBSERVED DURING THE PERIOD OF THIS 
STUDY WAS A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AIR TEMPERATURE AT THE GREENOUGH POST 
OFFICE (STEELE, 1968) AND RATE OF APICAL GROWTH. A RELATIONSHIP SEEMS TO 
EXIST BETWEEN FLUCTUATIONS OF APICAL GROWTH AND THE NUMBER OF HOURS PER 
WEEK THAT THE AIR TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED 40 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT (APPENDIX IV)« 
THE APICAL GROWTH-AIR TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN NOTED BY A NUMBER 
OF AUTHORS. KRAMER (1957) NOTED IN LOBLOLLY PINE SEEDLINGS THAT GROWTH 
INCREASED WITH INCREASING AIR TEMPERATURE AND DECREASED WITH INCREASING 
NIGHT TEMPERATURE. BEST GROWTH OCCURRED WITH NIGHT TEMPERATURES 12 OR 
13 DEGREES LOWER THAN DAY TEMPERATURES. MlNCKLER AND WOERHEIDE (19^8) 
OBSERVED THAT CURVES OF WEEKLY MINIMUM TEMPERATURES SHOWED FLUCTUATIONS 
CORRESPONDING CLOSELY TO THOSE OF CURVES OF CURRENT APICAL GROWTH OF 
COTTONWOOD. No TREES GREW WHEN THE AVERAGE MINIMUM WEEKLY TEMPERATURE 
WAS BELOW ^3 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT. RESEARCHERS IN CANADA (ANONYMOUS 1958) 
NOTED THAT IN A WHITE SPRUCE (PlCEA GLAUCA) PROVENANCE TEST, GROWTH DE­
CREASED 10 PER CENT FOR EACH 2 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT LOWERING OF THE MAY-
AUGUST MONTHLY AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE SOURCE LOCALITY. HOWEVER, 
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THE DATA COLLECTED ON APICAL GROWTH FOR THIS PONDEROSA PINE STUDY WAS NOT 
COMPLETE ENOUGH TO ALLOW THE DETERMINATION OF THE ACTUAL AIR TEMPERATURE 
AND MAXIMUM GROWTH RESPONSE RELATIONSHIP. 
THE GROWTH CURVES FOR OVERALL APICAL GROWTH AND THE PERIODOCITY 
CURVES OF APICAL GROWTH ARE INCLUDED IN THE APPENDIX (APPENDIX 111 AND 
APPENDIX XIL). DATA USED TO DETERMINE PERIODICITY OF GROWTH (APPENDIX 
III) FOR APICAL, NEEDLE, AND RADIAL MERISTEMS WERE OBTAINED FROM CONTROL 
PLOT TREE (PLOTS I, 2) MEASUREMENTS. PERIODICITY OF GROWTH FOR TREES 
OF OTHER TREATMENTS WAS COMPARED TO THE PERIODICITY CURVES OF THE CONTROL 
TREES AND FOUND TO BE SIMILAR. 
TABLE 4 
APICAL GROWTH COMPARISON 
PLOT TOTAL APICAL 
GROWTH, I969 
(INCHES) 
AVERAGE APICAL GROWTH 
FIVE PREVIOUS YEARS 
(INCHES) 
STATISTICAL "T" TEST 
(95# CONFIDENCE 

































RADIAL GROWTH OF THE STUDY TREES BEGAN ABOUT MID-APRIL AND WAS 
COMPLETE BY EARLY SEPTEMBER. HOWEVER, UNLIKE BOTH APICAL OR NEEDLE 
GROWTH, RADIAL GROWTH PROCEEDED AT A MORE UNIFORM RATE, WITH NO SUDDEN 
FLUCTUATIONS OCCURRING DURING THE GROWING SEASON (APPENDIX HI). 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TOTAL RADIIAL GROWTH OF THE CONTROL TREES 
AND THE TREATMENT TREES ARE NOT APPARENT (TABLE 5)° WHILE DIFFERENCES 
DO EXIST, THEY ARE ONLY MINOR, AND DO NOT SUGGEST A CORRELATION TO ANY 
TREATMENT CONDITION. 
TABLE 5 
DIAMETER GROWTH, I969 SEASON DATA 
PLOT DIAMETER GROWTH, 

















# THREE PUSH PLATES DISTURBED BY PITCH. 
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COMPARISONS OF THE 1969 SEASON RADIAL GROWTH WITH THAT OF PREVIOUS 
YEARS WAS NOT MADE, SINCE THE TREES WILL PROBABLY BE USED FOR SIMILAR 
GROWTH STUDIES IN THE FUTURE AND EXCESSIVE INCREMENT BORINGS OF THE SMALL-
SIZED TREES MAY DISTURB THEM, REDUCING THEIR VALUE FOR FUTURE STUDIES. 
THREE OF THE PUSH PLATES USED FOR A BASE FOR RADIAL MEASUREMENTS 
ON PLOT 8 TREES WERE DISTURBED. PITCH FORMING UNDER THE PLATES PUSHED 
THEM OUT FROM THE TREE BOLE, RESULTING IN ERRONIOUS READINGS. AN ATTEMPT 
WAS MADE TO REPLACE THE PLATES, BUT DIFFICULTY WAS ENCOUNTERED IN GETTING 
THE PLATES TO REMAIN SECURE TO THE TREE. As A CONSEQUENCE, THE RESULTING 
RADIAL GROWTH FIGURE FOR PLOT 8 IS SOMEWHAT LARGE (TABLE 5)° 
NEEDLE GROWTH 
SURPRISINGLY, NEEDLE GROWTH DID NOT START UNTIL AFTER APICAL GROWTH 
WAS WELL DEVELOPED, NEEDLE ELONGATION SEEMS TO ACCELERATE AND REACH PEAK 
DEVELOPMENT AFTER APICAL GROWTH IS DECREASING. THIS OBSERVATION IS SUP­
PORTED BY WORK OF SEVERAL AUTHORS. TURNERR (19^3) FOUND THAT THE EARLY, 
RATHER ABRUPT, TERMINATION OF APICAL GROWTH OF PONDEROSA PINE MAY BE THE 
RESULT OF INTERNAL COMPETITION WITH NEEDLES FOR GROWTH MATERIALS. LARSON 
(1967) ALSO FOUND A CORRELATION BETWEEN DECREASED HEIGHT GROWTH AND IN­
CREASED NEEDLE ELONGATION IN RED PINE, BUT THE RELATIONSHIP WAS SOMEWHAT 
DEPENDENT ON AIR TEMPERATURE. NEEDLE GROWTH ON THE STUDY TREES GENERALLY 
BEGAN ABOUT JUNE I AND WAS COMPLETE BY LATE AUGUST. OVER 64 PER CENT OF 
THE NEEDLE GROWTH OCCURRED DURING THE FIVE-WEEK PERIOD FROM JUNE Z~\ TO 
AUGUST 8. 
TWO COMPARISONS WERE MADE OF NEEDLE ELONGATION ON THE STUDY TREES 
OF TREATMENT AND CONTROL PLOTS. THE TOTAL ELONGATION OF THE 19^9 SEASON 
NEEDLES WAS COMPARED TO NEEDLES FROM THE FOUR PREVIOUS GROWING SEASONS. 
THE PREVIOUS SEASONS' NEEDLES WERE COLLECTED FROM THOSE STILL ATTACHED 
TO THE BOLES OF THE TREES. FL VE NEEDLES FROM EACH YEAR WERE COLLECTED 
AND AVERAGED, AND THEN AN OVERALL AVERAGE FOR THE FOUR YEARS WAS COM­
PUTED (TABLE 6). No APPARENT DIFFERENCES WERE NOTICEABLE IN NEEDLE ELONGA­
TION BETWEEN THE 19^9 SEASON GROWTH AND THE AVERAGE OF THE PREVIOUS FOUR 
YEARS ' GROWTH. VARIATION OF THE I9&9 NEEDLE ELONGATION, AS COMPARED TO 
THE FOUR-YEAR AVERAGE, IS WITHIN 0.60 INCHES OF THE PREVIOUS FOUR-YEAR 
AVERAGE, AND THIS FALLS WITHIN THE VARIATION THAT OCCURRED UNDER NORMAL 
GROWTH CONDITIONS. TOTAL NEEDLE GROWTH ON THE SAME STUDY TREE FOR ANY 
TWO DIFFERENT YEARS COULD RANGE FROM 4.5 TO F.O INCHES, AS OBSERVED WHEN 
DETERMINING THE FOUR-YEAR AVERAGE. WLTH SUCH GROSS DIFFERENCES EVIDENT, 
A STATISTICAL TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT VARIATION DURING THE I9&9 SEASON WAS 
FELT UNNECESSARY. 
A SECOND COMPARISON OF THE VARIATION BETWEEN THE TREATMENT AND 
CONTROL TREE NEEDLE GROWTH DURING THE I9&9 SEASON WAS CONDUCTED (TABLE 6). 
AGAIN, NO APPARENT DIFFERENCES ARE EVIDENT WHEN COMPARING THE VARIOUS 
TREATMENTS TO THE CONTROL CONDITIONS. THE MEAN NEEDLE ELONGATION ON 
TREES OF THREE OF THE TREATMENT PLOTS (PLOTS 5,6,7) EXCEEDED THE MEAN 
NEEDLE ELONGATION OF THE CONTROL TREES, WHEREAS, THE MEAN NEEDLE ELONGATION 
ON TREES OF THREE OF THE OTHER TREATMENT PLOTS (PLOTS WAS BELOW 
THE MEAN NEEDLE ELONGATION FIGURE FOR THE CONTROL TREES. 
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TABLE 6 
NEEDLE GROWTH, 1969 SEASON DATA 
PLOT NEEDLE GROWTH, PREVIOUS 
1969 SEASON DATA FOUR-YEAR AVERAGE 
(INCHES) (INCHES) 
1 5.52 5.06 
2 4.93 5.24 
3 ^69 4.93 
4 5. |4 5.17 
5 6.50 6.18 
6 6.02 6.05 
7 5-73 6.11 
8 5.06 5.61 
SOIL MOISTURE 
MOISTURE LEVELS IN THE STUDY PLOT SOILS WERE DETERMINED WITH THE 
NUCLEAR MOISTURE PROBE. AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO DETERMINE BOTH AMOUNTS 
OF SOIL MOISTURE AND DEPLETION OF SOIL MOISTURE DURING THE GROWING SEASON. 
THE SOIL MOISTURE CONTENTS OF THE SOILS AND THE DEPLETION CURVES ARE IN­
CLUDED IN THE APPENDIX (APPENDIX VI - XI). DEPLETION OF SOIL MOISTURE 
BY THE TREES IN ALL PLOTS OCCURS AT THE 12-AND 24-INCH DEPTH. AT THE 
LOWER DEPTHS, THE SOIL MOISTURE CONTENTS REMAIN RELATIVELY UNCHANGED 
THROUGHOUT THE GROWING SEASON. 
LATERAL FLOW OF SOIL MOISTURE INTO THE PLOTS FROM BELOW THE 
TRENCHING WAS ANTICIPATED WHEN THE STUDY WAS DESIGNED. HOWEVER, BY 
OBSERVING THE SOIL MOISTURE PER CENT CURVES, IT BECOMES EVIDENT THAT 
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LATERAL SOIL MOISTURE MOVEMENT DID NOT INFLUENCE THE MOISTURE LEVELS 
WITHIN THE PLOTS. FOR EXAMPLE, IN PLOT 4 (DESICCATED SITE), THE MOISTURE 
CONTENT AT THE 60-INCH DEPTH DID NOT INCREASE SUBSTANTIALLY WHEN SPRING 
SNOW MELTED AND RUNOFF OCCURRED (APPENDIX VIII). SNOW MELTING AND RUNOFF 
GENERALLY OCCUR AFTER MID-APRIL. 
THE PLASTIC COVERINGS USED TO CONTROL RECHARGE PERIODS WERE 
ADEQUATE IN PREVENTING MOISTURE FROM ENTERING THE PLOTS. THIS BECOMES 
EVIDENT WHEN OBSERVING THE DEPLETION CURVES OF SEVERAL PLOTS. IN PLOTS 
2 AND 3 (APPENDIX VI - VII), THE MOISTURE LEVELS AT THE 12-AND 24 INCH 
DEPTHS FLUCTUATE DRASTICALLY. THESE PLOTS AT THAT TIME WERE UNCOVERED 
WITH THE PLASTIC SHEETING REMOVED. ESPECIALLY EVIDENT ARE TWO PEAKS IN 
THE CURVES DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE. THESE PEAKS CORRELATE VERY WELL 
WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF PRECIPITATION RECEIVED DURING THESE PERIODS. PRE­
CIPITATION DURING THE WEEKS OF JUNE 9~'6 AND 23"30 WAS 2.46 INCHES 
AND 3.83 INCHES RESPECTFULLY. HOWEVER, THESE SAME PEAKS WERE NOT OBSERVED 
IN A COVERED PLOT (APPENDIX VI IL); HENCE, THE PLASTIC COVERING WAS ADEQUATE 
IN PREVENTING MOISTURE FROM ENTERING THE PLOTS. 
ONE INCONSISTENCY EVIDENT IN THE DEPLETION CURVES SHOULD BE EX­
PLAINED. IN PLOT 3, THE MOISTURE LEVELS AT THE 36-INCH DEPTH ARE LESS 
THAN THE MOISTURE LEVELS AT THE 24-INCH DEPTH. SIMILARLY, IN PLOT "J, THE 
MOISTURE LEVELS AT THE 48-AND 60-INCH DEPTHS ARE LESS THAN THE MOISTURE 
LEVELS AT THE 24-INCH DEPTH. THIS MAY BE EXPLAINED BY THE HIGH AMOUNT 
OF COARSE FRAGMENTS OCCURRING IN THESE SOIL HORIZONS. |N SOME HORIZONS, 
THE COARSE FRAGMENTS ACCOUNTED FOR APPROXIMATELY 60 PER CENT OF THE SOIL 
VOLUME, WHICH LOWERED SOIL MOISTURE RETENTION. 
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MOISTURE LEVELS BELOW FIVE PER CENT ARE ESTIMATIONS, SINCE THE 





THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY SUGGEST THAT NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES 
IN PONDEROSA PINE GROWTH FOR THE 19^9 SEASON COULD BE ATTRIBUTED TO RE­
CHARGE TREATMENTS. THIS IMPLIES THAT THE SOIL MOISTURE LEVELS AS OBSERVED 
IN THIS STUDY WERE NOT IMPORTANT AS A GROWTH LIMITING FACTOR. APPARENTLY 
A LEVEL OF SOIL MOISTURE LOW ENOUGH TO BE CRITICAL TO PLANT GROWTH WAS NOT 
REACHED, A CONTENTION SUPPORTED BY TWO FACTORS. 
THE FIRST FACTOR IS THE ABNORMAL SEASONAL PRECIPITATION THAT OCCURRED 
PREVIOUS TO INITIATION OF THE STUDY. DURING THE SUMMER AND FALL BEFORE 
THE STUDY WAS INITIATED, THE AREA RECEIVED AN UNUSUALLY LARGE AMOUNT OF 
LATE SUMMER AND EARLY FALL PRECIPITATION. TOTAL PRECIPITATION FOR THE 
MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1968 WAS 5-8° INCHES, AS COMPARED 
TO THE TOTAL PRECIPITATION FOR THESE SAME MONTHS DURING AN AVERAGE YEAR 
OF ABOUT 2.97 INCHES (STEELE 1968). UNDOUBTEDLY, A LARGE AMOUNT OF THIS 
RECHARGE WAS RETAINED IN THE SOIL AND, WHEREAS, ONE WOULD EXPECT THE SOIL 
TO HAVE RELATIVELY LOW MOISTURE LEVELS FOLLOWING THE SUMMER OROUGHT PERIOD, 
IN ACTUALITY THE SOIL MOISTURE CONTENT WAS HIGH. EVEN THOUGH THE STUDY 
PLOTS WERE COVERED TO PREVENT PRECIPITATION FROM ENTERING DURING THE 
WINTER, MOISTURE RETAINED FROM THE FALL RAINS WOULD HAVE BEEN AVAILABLE 
IN THE SPRING. THE SOIL WAS WET ENOUGH TO ALLOW PLANT GROWTH IN THE 
TREATMENT PLOTS TO PROCEED AT A NORMAL RATE. 
THE POSSIBILITY THAT A LIMITING LEVEL OF SOIL MOISTURE WAS NOT 
REACHEO IS FURTHER SUPPORTED BY THE SOIL MOISTURE DEPLETION CURVES. EX­
CEPT FOR THE ONE-FOOT LEVEL, THE DEPLETION CURVES OF THE SOIL NEVER FELL 
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BELOW THE PERMANENT WILTING POINT UNTIL LATE IN THE GROWING SEASON. |N 
MOST CASES, ONLY THE UPPER-FOOT LEVEL OF SOIL WAS SERIOUSLY DEPLETED OF 
SOIL MOISTURE; AND IN MOST OF THE PLOTS, SOIL MOISTURE WAS STILL AVAIL­
ABLE IN THE TWO-FOOT AND DEEPER HORIZONS. 
MOISTURE DEPLETION FROM ABOVE THE 2H-INCH LEVEL INFERS THAT SOIL 
MOISTURE USED FOR PLANT GROWTH WAS TAKEN MAINLY FROM ABOVE THIS POINT. 
MOISTURE OCCURRING AT THE DEEPER SOIL DEPTHS PROBABLY CONTRIBUTES LITTLE 
TO TOTAL TREE GROWTH. A STUDY BY COX (1959) SUPPORTS THE ABOVE OBSERVA­
TION. HE CONDUCTED A ROOT DISTRIBUTION STUDY OF PONDEROSA PINE, GROWING 
ON A SOIL TYPE THE SAME AS THAT OF THE STUDY AREA, ON THE LUBRECHT 
EXPERIMENTAL FOREST. USING A TRENCH METHOD TO LOCATE THE ROOTS, COX 
FOUND APPROXIMATELY 87 PER CENT OF THE TREE ROOTS CONCENTRATED IN THE 
UPPER TWO-FEET OF THE SOIL PROFILE. THIS MAY ACCOUNT FOR THE SOIL MOIS­
TURE DEPLETION OCCURRING AT THESE LEVELS AND NOT IN DEEPER HORIZONS. 
IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT APPARENTLY A FULLY RECHARGED SOJL 
IN THE AUTUMN CAN SUPPLY WATER REQUIREMENTS OF THE TREES FOR MOST, IF NOT 
ALL, OF THE FOLLOWING SUMMER. THIS IS EVIDENT BY THE FACT THAT THE DES­
ICCATED TREES (PLOT 4) WHICH HAD RECEIVED NO PRECIPITATION AFTER NOVEMBER I, 
1968 GREW AS WELL AS THE CONTROL TREES (PLOTS I, 2) DURING THE 19^9 
GROWING SEASON (APPENDIX XI Il). 
THE DIFFERENCES IN PONDEROSA PINE GROWTH THAT WERE EVIDENT DURING 
THE 1969 SEASON ARE PROBABLY DUE TO FACTORS OTHER THAN SOIL MOISTURE. 
SUCH FACTORS AS AIR TEMPERATURE, AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC EFFICIENCY OF THE 
TREES PROBABLY ACCOUNT FOR THE DIFFERENCES. 
UNDOUBTEDLY, AIR TEMPERATURE WAS AN IMPORTANT INFLUENCE TO PLANT 
GROWTH. ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS OURING THE GROWING SEASON, THE MAXIMUM 
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DAILY AIR TEMPERATURE WAS BELOW 40 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT; AND ON SEVERAL 
OCCASIONS, THE NIGHTLY AIR TEMPERATURE FELL BELOW 32 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT. 
SEVERE FROST DAMAGE WAS EVIDENT ON NEEDLES AND APICAL SHOOTS OF DOUGLAS-FIR 
TREES THAT WERE GROWING IN THE STUOY AREA. WHILE NO FROST DAMAGE WAS 
NOTED ON THE PONDEROSA PINE, INTERNAL DAMAGE TO MERI STEM OR CAMBIAL AREAS 
OF SOME TREES IS STILL A POSSIBILITY. EVEN IF NO FROST DAMAGE OCCURRED, 
DURING THE PERIODS OF LOW AIR TEMPERATURE THE LIFE PROCESSES OF THE TREES 
WERE UNDOUBTEDLY AFFECTED. THE RATES OF SUCH PROCESSES AS RESPIRATION, 
TRANSPIRATION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, AND CELL DIVISION, WERE PROBABLY SIGNIFI­
CANTLY REDUCED. DURING THE PERIOD OF THIS STUDY, A CORRELATION WAS NOTED 
BETWEEN PERIODS OF INCREASED APICAL GROWTH AND THE NUMBER OF HOURS PER 
WEEK THE AIR TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED 4-0 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT (APPENDIX IV). 
HOWEVER, THE GROWTH DATA AVAILABLE FROM THIS STUDY IS TOO INCOMPLETE TO 
MAKE CONCLUSIVE STATEMENTS ABOUT THIS RELATIONSHIP. ALR TEMPERATURE — 
AS AN APICAL GROWTH INDUCING FACTOR—SHOULD BE STUOIED FURTHER TO NOTE 
BOTH THE MAGNITUDE OF THE INFLUENCE AND THE ACTUAL TEMPERATURE OR NUMBER 
OF HOURS AT A GIVEN TEMPERATURE NECESSARY FOR MAXIMUM GROWTH RATES. 
A SECOND FACTOR TO CONSIDER IS THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC EFFICIENCY OF 
THE INDIVIDUAL TREES. SOME TREES HAD CONSIDERABLY MORE NEEDLES OR BRANCHES,* 
AND AS A CONSEQUENCE, THEY MAY HAVE HAD AN OVERALL GREATER PHOTOSYNTHE-
SIZING AREA WHICH MAY HAVE RESULTED IN LARGER GROWTH RATES OF THOSE TREES. 
PROBABLY NO SINGLE FACTOR IS MOST INFLUENCIAL TO TREE GROWTH, BUT 
RATHER A COMBINATION OF ALL THE PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED FACTORS, PLUS OTHER 
ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES, IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE OVERALL GROWTH RATES OF 
THE STUDY TREES DURING THE TREATMENT PERIODS. 
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THIS STUDY ALSO PRESENTS EVIDENCE THAT THERE IS AN INTERACTION 
BETWEEN APICAL AND NEEDLE MERI STEMS FOR GROWTH MATERIALS. THE DATA SHOWED 
THAT AFTER JUNE ZJ APICAL GROWTH RATES DECREASED RAPIDLY (APPENDIX III). 
DURING THIS PERIOD, WHILE NEEDLE GROWTH WAS PROGRESSING RAPIDLY, ONLY 23.3 
PER CENT OF THE YEARLY TOTAL APICAL GROWTH OCCURRED. SIMILARLY, WHILE THE 
TERMINAL LEADER WAS GROWING RAPIDLY DURING THE GROWING SEASON PRIOR TO 
JUNE 27, ONLY 22.7 PER CENT 0F THE TOTAL YEARLY NEEDLE GROWTH OCCURRED 
DURING THE SAME PERIOD. 
THE INTERACTION BETWEEN APICAL AND NEEDLE MERI STEMS IS FURTHER 
SUGGESTED BY OBSERVING THE TWO PERIODICITY CURVES DURING THE PERIOD OF 
LATE JUNE (APPENDIX III). ONE NOTICES THAT IN THE APICAL CURVE THERE 
APPEARS A SLIGHT PEAK WHILE DURING THE SAME PERIOD THE NEEDLE GROWTH 
CURVE DEVELOPS A SLIGHT DEPRESSION. ALTHOUGH THE EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THAT 
NEEDLE ELONGATION CAN INFLUENCE APICAL GROWTH, THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THESE TWO MERI STEM REGIONS IS PROBABLY NOT A SIMPLE COMPETITIVE INTERACTION 
INVOLVING GROWTH MATERIALS ALONE. UNDOUBTEDLY, A NUMBER OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
PROCESSES ARE INVOLVED, AND SEVERAL ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES AFFECT THIS 
RELATIONSHIP. FOR INSTANCE, LARSON ( 1^7) NOTED IN RED PINE THAT HIGH 
TEMPERATURES CAUSED REDUCED HEIGHT GROWTH BUT INCREASED NEEDLE ELONGATION, 
WHEREAS, LOW TEMPERATURES CAUSED INCREASED HEIGHT GROWTH BUT REDUCED 
NEEDLE ELONGATION. HE SUGGESTED THE CAUSE OF THIS INVERSE RELATIONSHIP 
WAS THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON THE DISTRIBUTION AND UTILIZATION OF 
ASSIMILATES—PRIMARILY RESERVE FOODS. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF FUTURE STUDIES 
DIFFICULTY WAS ENCOUNTERED WHILE DRILLING THE HOLES FOR PLACING 
THE ACCESS TUBES FOR THE NEUTRON PROBE. A HAND-HELD, MOTOR-DRIVEN DRILL 
WAS USED; BUT WHENEVER A LARGE STONE WAS ENCOUNTERED, NOT ENOUGH FORCE 
COULD BE APPLIED TO PENETRATE THE STONE, AND A NEW HOLE HAD TO BE DRILLED. 
A DRILL RIG MOUNTED ON A TRUCK COULD POSSIBLY AVOID THIS PROBLEM. 
PITCH FORMING UNDER THE BASE PLATES OF THE RADIAL GROWTH DENDRO-
METER STATIONS AND PUSHING THEM OUT FROM THE TREE BOLE WAS ALSO A PROBLEM. 
EACH PLATE MUST BE THOROUGHLY GLUED IN PLACE WITH EPOXY RESIN PRIOR TO THE 
INITIATION OF GROWTH. ALTHOUGH SHELLAC WAS USED TO SEAL THE CUT AREA 
BEFORE THE PLATES WERE ATTACHED PERMANENTLY, THIS DID NOT SEEM TO COM­
PLETELY PREVENT PITCH FROM FORMING UNDER THE PLATES. THE ONLY SOLUTION 
SEEMS TO BE TO USE LIBERAL AMOUNTS OF EPOXY RESIN TO CEMENT THE PLATES 
TO THE TREES. |F THIS IS DONE EARLY ENOUGH, THOSE PLATES THAT ARE NOT 
HOLDING CAN BE DISCOVERED AND CORRECTED BEFORE GROWTH OCCURS. 
LATE IN THE GROWING SEASON, THE PLASTIC TENTS USED TO CONTROL PRE­
cipitation BEGAN TO DETERIORATE AND CRACK. HOWEVER, THE PLASTIC THAT 
WAS SHADED BY TREES AND THE PLASTIC IN THE GROUND DID NOT DETERIORATE 
AS DID THAT IN THE DIRECT SUNLIGHT. THIS SUGGESTS THAT DIRECT SUNLIGHT 
MAY BE THE CAUSE OF THE PROBLEM. PERHAPS, THE DETERIORATION COULD BE 
PREVENTED BY COATING THE TENTS IN SOME MANNER SO AS TO REFLECT DIRECT 
SUNLIGHT. 
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THE TREES USED FOR THIS STUDY WERE SOMETIMES TOO LARGE TO WORK 
WITH. EVEN THOUGH THE TREES WERE LESS THAN TEN FEET HIGH, PROBLEMS CAN 
RESULT WHEN TRYING TO GET APICAL GROWTH AND NEEDLE READINGS WITHOUT DAM­
aging THE GROWING ORGANS OR WITHOUT RISKING PERSONAL INJURY WHILE MAKING 
THE MEASUREMENTS. SMALLER TREES, ABOUT SIX FEET HIGH, WOULD BE BETTER 
SUITED FOR THESE TYPES OF READINGS. 
THE INFLUENCE OF AIR TEMPERATURE ON APICAL GROWTH SHOULD BE STUDIED 
FURTHER. By TAKING DAILY GROWTH MEASUREMENTS DURING THE PEAK OF THE GROW­
ING SEASON, ONE MAY BE ABLE TO DETERMINE AT WHAT TEMPERATURE OR AMOUNT OF 
HOURS AT A GIVEN TEMPERATURE MAXIMUM APICAL GROWTH OCCURS. 
ANOTHER IMPROVEMENT OF THIS STUDY WOULD BE THE USE OF AN ARTIFICIAL 
WATER SOURCE INSTEAD OF NATURAL PRECIPITATION. IF WATER COULD BE ADDED 
TO THE PLOTS IN A CONTROLLED MANNER, THIS WOULD ELIMINATE A PROBABLE 
SOURCE OF ERROR OR VARIATION DUE TO USE OF NATURAL PRECIPITATION. BOTH 
THE AMOUNT AND PERIOD OF RECHARGE COULD BE CONTROLLED MUCH BETTER WITH 
ARTIFICIAL WATERING, ELIMINATING ANY DEPENDANCY ON NATURAL PRECIPITATION. 
FINALLY, THE INFLUENCE OF SOIL TEMPERATURE ON TREE GROWTH, PARTIC-
W 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY SUGGEST THAT THE VARIATION IN THE 1969 
SEASON GROWTH OF PONDEROSA PINE STUDY TREES WAS NOT INFLUENCED BY THE 
RECHARGE TREATMENTS. A MOISTURE LEVEL LOW ENOUGH TO SERIOUSLY LIMIT OR 
AFFECT GROWTH WAS APPARENTLY NOT REACHED. WHILE DIFFERENCES IN GROWTH 
BETWEEN THE I969 SEASON AND THE FIVE PREVIOUS YEARS1 AVERAGE WERE STATIS­
TICALLY SIGNIFICANT, THE DIFFERENCES WERE NOT DUE TO THE MOISTURE TREAT­
MENTS. DIFFERENCES WERE PROBABLY DUE TO A COMBINED EFFECT OF LOW AIR 
TEMPERATURE AND VARYING PHOTOSYNTHETIC EFFICIENCY OF THE INDIVIDUAL TREES. 
A RELATIONSHIP WAS FOUND TO EXIST BETWEEN PERIODS OF MAXIMUM APICAL 
GROWTH AND THE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK THE AIR TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED 40 
DEGREES FAHRENHEIT. HOWEVER, THE EXACT AIR TEMPERATURE-MAXIMUM GROWTH 
RESPONSE RELATIONSHIP COULO NOT BE DETERMINED FROM THE GROWTH DATA THAT 
WAS AVAILABLE. 
PERIODICITY OF APICAL, NEEDLE, AND RADIAL GROWTH WAS DETERMINED. 
THE DATA SHOWED THAT 62 PER CENT OF THE APICAL GROWTH OCCURRED IN THE 
FIVE-WEEK PERIOD OF MAY 23 TO JUNE 27, WHILE 64 PER CENT OF THE NEEDLE 
GROWTH OCCURRED IN THE FIVE-WEEK PERIOD OF JUNE 27 TO AUGUST 8. THE 
PERIODICITY CURVES FOR APICAL AND NEEDLE GROWTH SUGGEST COMPETITION FOR 
GROWTH MATERIALS BETWEEN THE TWO PLANT ORGANS. RADIAL GROWTH DATA SHOWS 
THAT GROWTH DOES NOT OCCUR IN LARGE FLUCTUATIONS BUT AT A MORE UNIFORM 
RATE THROUGHOUT THE GROWING SEASON. 
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MOISTURE LEVELS IN THE STUDY PLOT SOILS WERE DETERMINED. APPARENTLY, 
MOISTURE USED FOR GROWTH OF THE STUDY TREES WAS OBTAINED FROM THE ONE-AND 
TWO-FOOT DEPTH. MOISTURE LEVELS AT DEEPER SOIL DEPTHS SEEMED RELATIVELY 
UNCHANGED OVER THE GROWING SEASON* FLUCTUATIONS OF THE UPPER MOISTURE 
LEVELS WITHIN THE PLOT, PARTICULARLY THE 12-INCH DEPTH, COULD BE ATTRIBUTED 
IN PART TO PRECIPITATION RECHARGE OCCURRING WHEN THE PLOTS WERE UNCOVERED. 
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APPENDIX I 
SUMMARY OF RECHARGE AMOUNTS AND PERIODS FOR EACH PLOT 
PLOT AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION RECHARGE PERIOD 
RECEIVED (INCHES WATER) 
1 21.88 OPEN AT ALL TSMES 
2 21.88 OPEN AT ALL TIMES 
3 10. l8 4-19 - ll-l, 1969 
4 0.0 DESICCATED, FROM 
LL-L, 1968 
5 7.42 5-24 - 74, 1969 
6 2.18 4-19 - 6-7, 1969 
7  8 . 1 1  5 - 3 1  -  i i - i ,  1 9 6 9  
8 2.16 4-19 - 5-31, 1969 
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APPENDIX VIII. Soil moisture depletion curves, Plot 4 
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APPENDIX X. Soil moisture depletion curves, Plot 7 
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APPENDIX XI. Soil moisture depletion curves, Plot 8 
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APPENDIX XII. Height growth of study trees, Plot 1 through 8 
56 
APPENDIX Xin. Growth data for study plots, 1969 
Total Total Total 
Plot Radial Growth Needle Growth Apical Growth 
(.001 Inch)1 (inches)2 (inches) 
1 213 5.52 8.7 
2 232 4.93 10.1 
3 182 4.69 8.8 
4 221 5.14 8.4 
5 225 6.50 7.5 
6 284 6.02 9.3 
7 265 5.73 11.2 
8 314 5.06 7.3 
^"Average of north and south sides. 
2 
Average of five needles taken at base of each terminal leader. 
